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About This Game

After countless days and nights celebrating within the infamous Monkey Tavern, our team of adventurers have spent every last
penny... Their fates, however are about to change...

Like a gift from the gods, in walks a mysterious stranger who points them towards a high tower full of invaluable treasures .

It doesn't take much more to rouse their thirst for adventure.

You will enjoy exploring a dungeon full of riddles, dangerous enemies and vicious traps.
And if luck favours...you will discover secret passages sheltering legendary weapons and armours.

Key Features :

- Dungeon exploration in grid-base movement
- 8 classes

- 3 difficulty levels
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- 2 hours of intense music
- Static real time fights

- 22 different enemies, including 6 bosses
- Full keyboard and gamepad support

- Numerous traps and secrets
- More than 100 unique items
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Admittedly not terribly much replay value, but nonetheless a good, easy time waster!. It's not really a game, it's an experience
and a very short one.. But it's an amazing experience.. I love this. It got me hooked on text based adventure games.
I haven't seen the sun in ten years.. Great, very challenging platformer with tons of contents!

If you only want to finish the game, it\u2019s actually not that difficult.
But if you want to collect all gems and magic potions, and unlock No Dash achievement for every gem, prepare yourself to meet
nightmare-inducing puzzles that will eat away at your heart.

The game introduces a unique gameplay mechanic in every level, and it contains SIXTY THREE levels. That\u2019s a huge
variety! Many of them will really surprise you and make you go, \u201cOooohh...\u201d when you figure it out. The developer
is also very dedicated and always respond quickly to issues (such as bugs and balancing).

If you like a platformer that requires both reflex and wit, get this game.. Eh, 4000+ hours later, they deserve 10 bucks.. The
Counting Kingdom is a fantastic game that mix tower defense with math in a fun approach that will make kids enjoy the game
without realizing they are learning. The game is for kids but everyone can enjoy the game, you can increase the difficulty and
there are some real challenges further in the game. A must have if you want to enjoy something different and fun.
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Soooo... Someone made this, Like put effort into this game, and maybe was proud of it. And then I bought it. So I guess I'm the
only one to blame for how I feel after playing this game.

If you want waste a dollar, I would say having more fun with it. For example you could buy a can of soda, or a candy bar. OR
you could roll it up really tight bend over and shove it up yourself. All would be more enjoyable than this game.

10/10 would feel deep disappointment and regret again.. Extremely short (2 hours!) and badly done HOG, with graphics so low
that it's difficult to find the hidden objects. The story could be interesting (this is only the first chapter of three) but it's not
enough to make this game worth the effort. I got it with a bundle otherwise I'd never have played it. There are MUCH better
HOGs on Steam, look away from this one.. As Most said, This game is only good if you got friends. Long since dead, gone, and
withered. This isnt something you can buy and expect to get a lot of enjoyment out of.

It is Soccer with hover tanks. That much is true. The satisfaction of the exploding tanks, the heavy weaponry and the crazy stuff
you cna do is also cool. But all in all, I would suggest Rocket League if anything. Same basic idea, Minus the futuristic blowy
uppy weaponry. [Sadly.]

TL;DR: Buy only if you got 8+ friends who'll play it as well. otherwise, do not.. This is the game that, in eighth grade, first
taught me to feel real hate.. Loot Hunter is a pirate themed match 3 game with RPG elements. You get quests, fulfill them and
get rewarded. If you attack another ship, battle begins in the form of pick 3 matching. It has simple graphics, small map and
boring gameplay. I like match 3 games and its kind of fun-ish, but the replay value is lacking, its just not that good. meh 5/10.
I'm a huge Terraria fan, and while there are several clone-esque games on Steam, this one stood out with it's focus on survival
and small promise of a diablo-like progression. So far I've put a few hours into it and have really been pleased with the overall
mechanics and presentation of the game. The systems are simple to use, but deep, the survival is challenging but not tedious.

Obviously I have a long way to go, but so far it IS following the Terraria formula where the game gets faster and less
cumbersome as you enhance your skills\/equipment so I feel like I'm headed for a faster, more combat-driven experience.. A
wonderful addon for any DM or player. It includes new class options for each of the classes, as well as a treasure trove of
Forgotten Realms lore and information.. This game costed me 7 minutes of my life time. It's complete crab. Dont play it. Can
someone add me. Finally here for the Vive. A VR game worth buying.
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